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Abstract: This paper investigates the nucleation of sulphate particles in an industrial plume. The evolution

of the aerosol size distribution with time was modeled using the aerosol general dynamic equation.
Observed initial size distribution from an industrial plume that provided by Environment Canada field

2 2 4study data in 2000 was used. The model considers the oxidation of SO  by OH radicals, producing H SO
(g) in a chemistry module which was newly incorporated into the microphysics model. Binary

2 4 2homogeneous nucleation and the condensation of the H SO – H O system are considered. Results of the
classical nucleation theory for a binary vapor system are compared to those with a parameterization

method. The parameterized homogeneous nucleation rate gave a higher and faster nucleation rate in an
industrial plume, however after 1000s; the rate was similar to the classical theory. Heterogeneous

2 4 nucleation of the H SO (g) on pre-existing particles, is also considered. The importance of different
nucleation mechanisms on the evolution of the aerosol size distribution is discussed. Sensitivity analyses

2were performed for many model parameters such as initial SO  concentration, number of pre-existing

2 4particles and H SO  (g) concentration. Furthermore, in this study the effects of different dynamic processes

on particle population and evolution were investigated. Condensation and coagulation are analyzed in order
to  estimate  their  influence  on  the  overall population and size distribution under plume conditions.

The  condensation  sink  is  sensitive to the concentration of the condensing gas and when the particle
size  is  small, the condensation sink occurs more rapidly. Coagulation scavenging (i.e. small particles

with large ones) reduces the number of small particles and may lead to a significant shift in the particle
size distribution.

Key words: Sulphate aerosol, Modeling study, Nucleation, Aerosol formation, Industrial plume, Aerosol

processes

INTRODUCTION

Sulphate particles, because of their negative effects
on health and the environment, have been investigated

by a large number of researchers. Emissions of sulfur
dioxide result in the formation of submicron sulphate

particles, which can be transported over long distances
from their sources . Sulphate particles are abundant in[32]

the atmosphere and scatter incoming solar radiation
back to space, having important direct and indirect

effects on our climate. In most regional models of
aerosol dynamics it is assumed that new sulphate

particles are formed through binary nucleation of
sulphuric acid and water . The emission and[5 ,15]

formation of new aerosols due to power plant plume

2emissions of SO  and soot particles were investigated

during the past couple of decades by field studies and
mathematical models .  Plume studies are needed,[24 ,13]

in particular, when designing multiscale aerosol models
that handle point source emissions separate from the

background. In the past there have been various
attempts to improve the understanding of the basic

mechanisms modifying the plume particulate phase, to
elucidate how these processes depend on source

variables and background conditions, and to determine
how their importance varies in different parts of the

plume . [26]

In the present study, an evaluation of homogenous

2 4 2binary H SO -H O nucleation rate and heterogeneous
nucleation rate under different conditions in order to

investigate the sensitivity for particle formation will be
investigated. 

In this paper we will explain the microphysical
processes, which are used in the plume study, including

binary homogeneous nucleation, parameterization of
homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation

(adsorption) and growth (condensation/evaporation).
These microphysical processes are coupled with a gas

phase chemistry module (SMVGEAR II, developed by
M.  Jacobson ). The present plume model calculates[10]
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the time dependent particle size distributions in an

industrial plume together with the change in gas phase

2 4mixing ratio of sulphuric acid vapor (H SO ), assuming

an initial size distribution of pre-existing particles. The

aerosol coagulation and plume dispersion (mixing) are

not included in current study. 

The final goal of this study is to understand the

processes of new particle formation and compare with

plume measurement data. The comparison of the model

results with plume observations will follow in another

paper.

Approach to the Problem (Motivations): During

summer and winter in 2000, the Environment Canada

has been conducted aircraft measurements to obtain

stack emission characteristics from two industrial sites:

the Nanticoke power plant (Ontario Power Generation,

OPG) and the Horne smelter (Noranda) . According to[3]

their observation data, under plume condition of

particle number concentration is 2 – 3 orders of

magnitudes higher than the background (ambient)

condition  of  particle  concentration in nucleation

mode particle size range. It can be explained by

significant new particle formation due to nucleation

process.  Therefore, in order to estimate the

significance of nucleation process for new particle

formation under plume condition, the prediction of

nucleation process effect on particle size distribution

was studied in this paper.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A Plume Aerosol Model (PAM), which treats

detailed microphysical processes in a multi-component

aerosol system, is based on the Community Aerosol

and Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA) that

developed  by  NASA Ames research center. The

model modified to study plume aerosol modelling

study. The model can be run in parcel, 1D, 2D or 3D

modes, depending on the application. In this current

study, we simulate an air parcel (box model). Binary

homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous nucleation

2 4 2of the H SO  – H O system were considered for the

nucleation process in the plume aerosol model.

Sensitivity analyses were performed for several model

2parameters including different assumed initial SO

concentrations, the number of pre-existing particles and

pre-existing size distributions. The model considers the

2 2 4oxidation of SO  by OH radicals, producing H SO  (g)

in a chemistry module which was incorporated into the

2  microphysics model. SO (g as gas) concentration from

the stack emissions goes through the gas-phase

chemistry module (i.e. SMVGEAR II, ). In the model[10]

2 2SO (g) reacts with OH(g) and H O(g). Condensing

2 4H SO  (g as gas) is the product. This condensing gas

2 4is then used for binary homogeneous nucleation H SO -

2H O and heterogeneous nucleation (i.e. the adsorption
of condensing gas on emitted pre-existing particles

from the stack, Fig.1). 
The PAM model was set up to include gas-phase

chemistry in order to simulate sulphuric acid vapor
condensing on pre-existing particles, such as soot or

sulphate, which we call “core”. Originally, the model
was set up only for heterogeneous nucleation, in cloud

droplets. In this study, the model was extended to
allow for binary homogeneous and heterogeneous

nucleation of sulphate aerosol. Fig. 1 shows a
schematic of the aerosol microphysical processes in the

PAM model. 
The present plume aerosol model calculates the

time dependent particle size distributions in an
industrial plume together with the change in gas-phase

2 4mixing ratio of sulphuric acid vapor (H SO ), assuming
an initial size distribution of particles. In this current

modelling study, aerosol coagulation (except in Fig. 3
(b)) and plume dispersion (mixing) are not included.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the PAM structure. 

Model Setup: In the PAM model, sulphuric acid vapor
forms through the reactions given in Eqs. (1) - (3). 

Sulphuric acid vapor forms through the reactions: 

4 3SO  + OH + M 6 HSO  + M         (1)

3 2 3 2HSO  + O  6 SO  + HO         (2)

M

3 2 2 4SO  + H O 6 H SO         (3)

and this sulphuric acid participates in nucleation and
condensation, leading to the formation and growth in

this study.
The change in the concentration of sulphuric acid

over time is given by:

        (4)

The sulphuric acid production rate depends on the

2rate of change of the quantity [OH][SO ], and is

influenced by the gas-phase chemistry module. k

2 2 4[SO ][OH] is the production rate of H SO  vapor from

the chemistry module with k 2x10   molecules cm-12 -1  3

s , [OH] = 5 x 10 molecules cm  and L is loss of-1 6   -3    

2 4H SO  on to  pre-existing particles or from
homogeneous nucleation. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our simulations were designed to investigate the

impact of different nucleation theories on particle
formation,  under  typical industrial plume conditions.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of particle microphysical processes in plumes as simulated by the plume aerosol model.

2Fig. 2: Homogeneous nucleation rate with different assumed [SO ] concentrations using the parameterized

treatment.
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2 4 2Fig. 3: New particles of H SO -H O formed by homogeneous nucleation without (a) and with (b) the coagulation

process.

2The SO  (g) concentration range was 100 - 4372 ppm,
temperatures were 254 – 284 K, relative humidity was

constant at 74% (i.e. these conditions are based on the
observation data that were provided by the

2 4Environment Canada, the value of H SO  saturation
vapor pressure was taken from Kulmala and

Laaksonen’s expression . A total of 46 size bins were[6]

used, ranging from 0.00375 µm to 20 µm. In the base

case simulation the initial values were, 74% relative

2humidity, 264 K and a SO  (g) concentration of 1.22

× 10 molecules cm . 17 -3

 

2 4Homogeneous Nucleation of H SO  Vapor/water
vapor: Homogeneous nucleation occurs without pre-

existing particles. In order to reduce the computing
time for nucleation rate calculation, we used

Kulmala’s  parameterization method for binary[17]

homogeneous nucleation rate of sulphuric acid

vapor/water vapor . [17]

2Different  initial SO  concentrations were used in

2a sensitivity study (Fig. 2). Initial SO  concentration
was quite high, but corresponded to measured stack

emissions from different industrial facilities. The
sulphuric  acid  gas concentration must reach the

critical  saturation  level  before  nucleation  occurs.

2As we expected, lower SO  concentrations result in

lower homogeneous nucleation rates. Under plume like
concentrations, we would expect a higher nucleation

rate, because of the higher partial pressure of
sulphuric acid than we would expect under normal

2ambient SO  concentrations (~ 10 ppb). 

Fig. 3 (a) illustrates the evolution of the size
distribution of new particle formation. Homogeneous

nucleation forms particles in the smallest size bin.
Particle number density gradually increases through

homogeneous nucleation and then the particle sizes
increase due to condensation. At 7600s, the median

radius of aerosols is about 0.008 µm and the
corresponding number density is near 2×10 cm . Fig.6 -3

3 (a) and (b) show the comparison of results for
homogeneous nucleation without and with the

coagulation process, respectively. As we see in Fig. 3
(a), after 1600s, new particle formation does not occur.

The particle number density is almost constant
compared with 390s in an aerosol spectrum, and

increases in radii are due to condensation. As we see
in Fig. 3 (b), this can be compared to nucleation with

and without the coagulation process. The coagulation
process reduces the particle number density from 5×106

cm to 8×10 cm  and the particle median radius moves-3  5  -3

from 0.0036 µm to 0.024 µm at 7600s because of

coagulation (refer to Fig. 3 (a)). The aerosol size
distribution results (Fig. 3 (b)) tell us that the

coagulation process leads to decreased particle number
density and increased particle size broadening of the

particle spectrum. 
The resulting total number of particles due to

homogeneous nucleation is shown in Fig. 4. The new
sulphate particle formation increases gradually and of

the maximum particle number density is reached by
400s. This is due to the fact of that saturation ratio

drops below critical supersaturation at about 400s and
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because nucleation occurs only when the partial

pressure of sulphuric acid is high enough to exceed its
saturation vapor pressure. 

2 4Heterogeneous Nucleation of H SO  vapor /core (i.e.

soot): Heterogeneous nucleation occurs when one or
more gases nucleate on a pre-existing surface.

Homogeneous nucleation is treated as a simple source
term and heterogeneous nucleation is treated as an

implicit loss of aerosol process. This particle loss is
used as a source of new mixed particles . [30 ,29]

2 4 The nucleation rate of H SO onto pre-existing
particles (cores) is described below. As above, classical

nucleation theory has been used to describe
heterogeneous nucleation.  In heterogeneous nucleation,

2 4 2the binary system droplets (H SO -H O) are formed on
the surface of pre-existing particles (i.e. cores). 

hetThe heterogeneous nucleation rate J  (embryos
cm  s ) is:-2 -1

       (5)

0 0 1where ô = ô  exp (E/RT) with ô  = 2.4×10  s, â  and-16

2â  are the numbers of molecules of water vapor and

sulphuric acid vapor striking the substrate surface per
s e c o n d  ( m o l e c u l e s  c m  s ) ,- 2 - 1

respectively

Bk   is a Boltzmann’s constant and E = 4.52×10  J-4

mole  -1[6]

The number of new particles formed (cm  s ) can-3 -1

be determined by assuming a given core concentration

and size distribution. Many critically sized embryos can
be formed on a single core. The rate of nucleation for

a particle with radius r can be defined by :[6]

        (6)

srThe number of cores nucleated is given by J ,
multiplied by the number of core particles cm  as a-3

function of r.
The  nucleation  probability  also  used  a  way

of  presenting  the  heterogeneous  nucleation  rate.
The nucleation probability describes the probability of

one condensation nucleus nucleating within a given
time t :[20]

         (7)

het where J is heterogeneous nucleation rate from Eq. (6)
and the time (t) is set up as 10  s, corresponding to-2

the model timestep.

The saturation vapor pressures for water  and[23]

sulphuric acid . The density of the sulphuric acid[1 ,16]

and water mixture were determined using the

parameterization of Jaecker-Voirol et al, . Surface[12 ]

tensions for water-sulphuric acid mixtures were

calculated by using Sabinina et al.  and Kulmala et[25]

al.  and activity coefficients were determined for[17]

water-sulphuric acid solution using the parameterization
of Taleb et al. . One of the important factors in[28]

determining the nucleation rate is the value of the

ccontact angle (è ), which is the angle at which an

embryo contacts a substrate at its surface. In this study,
the contact angle for sulphuric acid on soot or sulphate

is estimated to be approximately 70 .o[6]

Fig. 5 shows that new mixed particles (symbol: Ä)

are formed by heterogeneous nucleation of sulphuric
acid on pre-existing particles (solid line). The

difference between pre-existing particles before (solid
line) and after (symbol : r) nucleation is shown as the

dash-dot line. This is identical to the curve of mixed
new particles (symbol: Ä). This result tells us that the

used-up, pre-existing particles contribute to the build-up
of new mixed particles. Furthermore, when the particle

radius is larger (i.e. about >4 ìm), a higher percentage
of new mixed particle is produced compared to those

that are smaller than about 1 ìm. This can be
explained by the dependence of the nucleation

probability as a function of particle radius as we see in
Fig. 6. 

The dependence of the nucleation probability of the
particle radius was calculated using by Eq. (7). As we

see in Fig. 6, the nucleation probability was increased
with increasing particle radius from 10  to 1. When-14

the particle size is the largest, the nucleation
probability reached to the maximum (i.e. 1). As a

result, in Fig. 5, when the particle size is large, a high
percentage of pre-existing particles were consumed for

formation of new mixed particles. In Fig. 5, smaller
particles formed more particles than larger however, the

new mixed particle formation was also restricted by the
number density of pre-existing particles and the

nucleation probability. A higher number density of pre-
existing particles would lead to a higher number

density of new mixed particles forming. However, the
conversion percentage for the smaller particles from

pre-existing particles to new mixed particles is lower
than larger particles. 

In order to consider the effect of the pre-existing
particle number concentration on the rate of nucleation,

the different initial pre-existing total particle
concentrations of 10  cm  and 10  cm  were compared.9 -3 6 -3

The initial size distribution was lognormal and the
parameters are as follows. The geometric standard

deviation was 1.4, the geometric median radius was
1.5×10  cm and the total number concentration ranged-6

from 10  cm for the smallest number of pre-existing6 -3  
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Fig. 4: Total number of new sulphate particles formed by homogeneous nucleation as a function of time.

Fig. 5: The size distributions of pre-existing particles and new mixed sulphate particles initially and after

nucleation occurs (Coagulation and dispersion are not included).

particles to 10  cm  for the largest number of pre-9 -3

existing particles. These results are shown in Fig. 7 (a)

and (b). Fig. 7 (a) and (b) illustrate the heterogeneous

2 4nucleation rate and the H SO  (g) concentration for the

different pre-existing particle concentrations as a

function of time, respectively. With the 10 cm9 -3

particles, the maximum nucleation rate was reached

very quickly and then dropped down to 0.38 cm  s .-3 -1

The nucleation rate then gradually decreased until it

reached zero. After the maximum nucleation rate was

reached, the condensing gas concentration dropped to

lower than its supersaturation. As a result, the

nucleation rate decreased. We can see in Fig. 7 (b)

2 4(see more detail in right side panel) that the H SO  (g)

concentration dropped very rapidly and followed the

nucleation rate curve of Fig. 7 (a). A comparison of

results for the different pre-existing particle

concentrations  shows  that,  the  greater the particle
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Fig. 6: Heterogeneous nucleation probability as a function of particle radius.

      (a)   (b)

2 4Fig. 7: (a) Heterogeneous nucleation rate and (b) H SO (g) concentration for different pre-existing particles (Dash-

dot-dot  line: pre-existing particle concentration = 10  cm  and solid line: pre-existing particle9 -3

concentration = 10  cm ). These results are presented when the particle size 0.01274 µm. Inside of panel6 -3

2 4in each Fig. 7 (a) and (b) show  heterogeneous nucleation rate and H SO  (g) concentration with short

time period (i.e. 15s). The dips at small graphs inside of panels are resulted from output timestep (1s).

We expect that the shorter time increment will give smooth curve. 

2 4concentration, the faster H SO  (g) is depleted. This is

because heterogeneous nucleation occurs on the surface

of pre-existing particles. Therefore, a larger number of

particles lead, initially, to a higher and faster nucleation

rate. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) compare size distributions due

to heterogeneous nucleation for different total number

concentrations of pre-existing particles, as a function of

time. As we can see in Fig. 8 (a) – (c), heterogeneous

nucleation happens right away. New particles form very

rapidly (i.e. almost initially) and peak dn/dlogr (n in

particles cm ) radius reach 10  cm  within 1s. Fig.-3 4 -3

3.10 (c) shows the total number of new mixed particles

as a function of time for two different values of pre-

existing particles. After heterogeneous nucleation occurs
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  (a) (b)

Fig. 8: Size distributions and total number of new mixed sulphate particles formed for different pre-existing

particles. (a) 10  cm  pre-existing particles, (b) 10  cm pre-existing particles and (c) total number of new9 -3 6 -3   

mixed particles due to different pre-existing particle concentrations.

Fig. 9: Comparison of the total numbers of pre-existing and mixed new particles formed for different pre-existing

particles by heterogeneous nucleation as a function of time. (a) 10  cm  pre-existing particles, (b) 10  cm7 -3 6 -3

pre-existing particles and (c) 10   cm  pre-existing particles (Solid line: Pre-existing particles and dash-dot-5 -3

dot line: mixed new particles).

(i.e. almost instantly), the highest number concentration

of pre-existing particles (10 cm ) led to the formation9  -3

of 1.65 times more particles than the 10 cm6 -3

simulations. After 20s, the 10 cm  simulations9 -3

produced fewer new mixed particles than the 10 cm6 -3

simulation (i.e. the reverse is true after 20s). At 500s,
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Fig. 10: The comparison of heterogeneous nucleation for different pre-existing particle types (Case 1: (a) and (b),

Case 2: (c) and (d)). 

the ratio of new mixed particles for the 10 cm6 -3

simulation compared to the 10 cm simulation, was9 -3  

1.75. This is because of not only the number density

of pre-existing particles but also sulphuric acid

concentration controls the heterogeneous nucleation

rate. Therefore, if the number density of pre-existing

aerosol is too high compared to the condensing gas

(i.e. sulphuric acid) concentration, we cannot expect

that all of pre-existing particles will be consumed for

formation of new mixed particles (i.e. because, the new
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mixed particle formation due to heterogeneous

nucleation is also dominated by limited condensing gas

concentration). This information can be supported by

Hamill et al.'s study . For a high concentration case,[6 ]

such as an industrial plume condition, nucleation is

mainly controlled by the pre-exponential term and is

nearly linear with respect to the number density of the

gas phase sulphuric acid molecules. As a result, two

different types of particle will co-exist: 1) pre-existing

particles (i.e. mainly soot) that are not consumed for

the new mixed particle formation and 2) new mixed

sulphate aerosols that formed by heterogeneous

nucleation. If we simulate for a longer time, we expect

that heterogeneous nucleation will continue for a longer

time, until the condensing gas partial pressure is higher

than its saturation vapor pressure.

Fig. 9 (a) to (c) show a comparison of the total

number of pre-existing particles and mixed new

particles, for three different number concentrations of

pre-existing particles (10  cm , 10  cm  and 10  cm ).7 -3 6 -3 5 -3

The results show that with 10  cm  pre-existing5 -3

particles, the pre-existing particle numbers drop down

to zero in less than 50s. At the same time, 10 cm5 -3

new mixed particles are formed, 100% of pre-existing

particle were used (Fig. 9 (c)). For the 10  cm  and6 -3

10  cm  simulations, at 500s about 50% and 20% of7 -3

pre-existing particles were consumed for the formation

of new mixed particles, respectively. As we might

expect, a larger number of pre-existing particles do

form more new mixed particles but the fractional rates

are much reduced and as in the 10  cm  case, even7 -3

higher initial concentrations can reverse this trend. As

discussed in Fig. 8, due to limited condensing gas

concentration, the total number of new mixed particles

may be limited by the amount of condensing gas that

2results from SO  oxidation. The conversion from pre-

existing to new mixed particles is dependent on the

conversion of the condensing gas - the conversion

occurs until the condensing gas is used up. When the

number of pre-existing particles is too high for the

condensing gas molecules, the possibility for new

particle formation is decreased.

Additional Discussion of Heterogeneous Nucleation:

The new mixed particle size distribution is related to

the pre-existing particle size distribution. Two different

cases of pre-existing particle size distribution set-up

were compared. For Case 1, stack core (i.e. we assume

this is pure core) was used for the pre-existing particle

size distribution. In Case 2, two different types of

particles, pure stack core (black solid line) and one of

the measured background size distributions was

assumed  as  sulphate aerosols (black star symbols,

Fig. 10 (c)). 

Table 1: Aerosol size and num ber populations and aerosol

dynamical processes.

Properties of aerosol dynamic processes

-------------------------------------------------------

Size Shrinkage Growth

Evaporation Condensation,

Coagulation

Num ber concentration Removal Increase

Coagulation Nucleation

Each  initial  size  distribution  is shown in Fig.

10 (a) and (c), respectively. Fig. 10 (b) and (d)

illustrate the new mixed particle size distributions at

1070s (i.e. this time corresponds to the plume traveling

5km downwind distance, but in this simulation the

plume dispersion was not considered). In Case 1

simulation (Fig. 10 (b)), heterogeneous nucleation

forms new mixed particles of medium size at 0.2 µm

with approximately 10  cm per unit increase in log5 -3  

10(i.e. log ) number density in the size distribution. 

As expected, for particles smaller than 0.01 µm,

new mixed particle formation did not occur because of

low heterogeneous nucleation probability and low pre-

existing number concentration. Moreover, in Case 2

(Fig. 10 (d)), the final new mixed particle size

distribution is different from Case 1 (Fig. 10 (b), blue-

triangles). Especially, for particle size near 0.01 µm,

the number of new mixed particles reaches

approximately  2×10  cm ,  whereas we cannot see2 -3

that many in Case 1. Also, we note that a larger size

initial particle can lead to more new mixed particles,

since  the heterogeneous nucleation probability

increases  with increasing particle size  and Fig. 3.8[20 ,18]

in this Chapter for more details). As we see in these

comparisons, the new mixed particle total number and

size distribution are greatly influenced by the initial

number and size distribution of pre-existing particles

(Fig. 10 (b) and (d)). 

Comparisons of Different Aerosol Processes:

Condensation: The condensation process does not

affect the total number of particles. It does, however,

affect particle size, thereby altering the aerosol size

distribution. 

The mass-flux form of the growth equation for one

homogeneous drop of size i, made of substance q

becomes as follows : [9]

      (1)

qwhere  R* is the universal gas constant, m  is

qmolecular weight of species q, p  is the partial pressure

exerted by gas q,  the saturation pressure over a
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Case 1

Source of particles: Stack core

Case 2

Source of particles: Stack core and sulphate aerosol

Fig. 11: Initial size distribution used in this study (a) size distribution (dn/dlogr) and (b) area distribution

(r dn/dlogr). This size distribution used observational data from Nanticoke coal-fired power plant2

(provided by Environment Canada). 
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i iFig. 12: The time rate of change in (a) mass of a particle (dm /dt) and (b) its change in radius (dr /dt) and (c)

the change of condensing gas concentration as a function time.

curved diluted surface.  is the molecular diffusion

coefficient,  is the noncontinuum-regime

correction  factor (Eq.  (2))  and  is the

radius of drops in bin I.

The correction factor  is given by :[4 ,22]

  (2)

iwhere Kn  is the Knudsen number in size bin i and á

is the accommodation coefficient here assumed to be

unity. 

The change in mass of a spherical drop is related

to its change in radius and can be calculated by: 

         (3)

where  is the particle density. Combining Eq. (3)

with Eq. (1) gives the radius flux form of growth

equation for a single, homogeneous, spherical drop as

follows:
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i(a) dm / dt (g s )-1

i(B) dr  / dt (g s )-1
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(c) Condensing gas concentration

Fig. 13: Condensation sink (CS) in two different particle sizes as a function of time.

Fig. 14: Condensation sink as a function of time and particle radius.
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iFig. 15: (a) –dN /dt and (b) coagulation coefficient comparison for 3 different particle sizes with radii of, (circle:

i i ir  = 0.0355 µm, square: r  = 0.0993 µm and triangle: r  =2.17 µm).

           (4)

i iThe results from Eqs. (1, dm /dt) and (4, dr /dt) are

shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively. The change

of condensing gas concentration as a function of time

is shown in Fig. 2 (c).

As we see in Fig. 2, the rates of change of mass

and radius (both) reach a maximum at 500s and then

gradually decrease with increasing time. The rate of

change of mass is higher for larger particles, but the

radius of particles with small radii grow much faster

than the larger ones. As we see in Fig. 2 (c), when the

condensing gas concentration is highest, particle growth

reaches its peak.
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iFig. 16: The dm /dt (g s ) as a function of time for 3 different first particle sizes: (a) 0.0335 µm, (b) 0.0993 µm-1

and (c) 2.17 µm with particles of different sizes.
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Fig. 17: Coagulation sink (s ) with overall particle sizes.-1

The vapor is expected to condense practically

irreversibly onto pre-existing particles, so that their gas

phase mass concentration can be calculated by Eq. (5).

E q .  ( 5 )  r e p r e s e n t  C S  ( c o n d e n s a t io n  s in k

(coefficient), ), which is a measure of the rate by[18]

which the vapor condenses onto the whole particle

number density (i.e. the particle condensation sink

determines how rapidly molecules will condense onto

pre-existing particles). It depends on the shape of the

size distribution . [21]

This can be written with the pre-existing particle

inumber density in size bin i (N ) as follows: 

         (5)

with ,  

We analyzed contributions to the condensation sink

using particles with two different radii (i.e. 0.0355 µm

(nucleation mode particle) and 2.17 µm (accumulation

mode particle)) in a 1hr simulation and the results are

shown in Fig. 3. For the smaller particle size, the

condensation sink is 3.5 orders of magnitude greater

than for the larger one. As time goes by, the

condensation sink decreased for both particle sizes due

to the concentration of the condensing gas decreasing.

Fig. 4 shows the condensation sink (coefficient) as

calculated for different particle size ranges as a

function of particle radius and time. The smaller the

particle, the faster the condensation sink with ranges

from 0.05 to 0.55. The condensation sink increases for

all particles within 500s and reaches its maximum

value at 500s, while the concentration of the

condensing gas increases (see Fig. 2 (a) and (b)). After

500s, due to the consumption of condensing gas (see

Fig. 2 (c)), the condensation sink decreases gradually.

Coagulation: To illustrate coagulation loss rates for

particles a simplified calculation for 2 monodisperse

i j(groups) of particles with concentrations N  and N  in

i jparticle radius i and j and size of particle radii r , r

can be applied. In this case, the coagulation rate

i  introducing the N reduction rate due to coagulation

j jwith particles (N , r ) is given by :  [27 ,7]

        (6)

ijwhere K  is a coagulation coefficient as a function of

i jr and r .

iThe number concentration loss rates dN /dt due to

coagulation with all sizes of particle and coagulation

coefficient results for particles with 0.0355 µm, 0.0993

µm and 2.17 µm are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b). The

rate of change of the number concentration can be

calculated relative to the first particle’s number

concentra t ion , the  second partic le’s number

concentration and the coagulation coefficient.

Coagulation with the larger particles may result in a

significant  shift of particle size distribution to the

larger  particles. Fig. 5 (b) indicates that the smallest
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iFig. 18: The comparison of particle production (dN  / dt) due to three different aerosol dynamical processes,

heterogeneous nucleation, condensation and coagulation with unit of particles cm  s (Top panel:-3 -1  

nucleation, middle panel: condensation and bottom panel: coagulation).
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value of the coagulation coefficient occurs when the

particle  sizes  are the same. The coagulation

coefficient rises rapidly when the difference between

particle sizes is greater. 

iThe corresponding rate of change dm /dt is given

by :[7]

        (7)

i iwhere m  is the total mass of particles in size bin i, N

j and N are the number concentrations of the first and

psecond particle sizes and ñ  is the particle density. 

iFig. 6 (a) - (c) illustrates the dm /dt (Eq.(7)) for the

3 different first particle sizes (0.0335, 0.0993 and 2.17

µm) due to the coagulation process. The mass loss rate

i(-dm /dt) ranges from 10  - 10  g s  at the 3-17 -12 -1

different particle sizes. The mass loss rate for the

largest particle is 5 orders of magnitude faster than that

for the smallest particle size (Fig. 6 (a)). 

The coagulation sink for particles in size bin i

determines how rapidly small particles are removed by

coagulation. This can be determined by: 

         (8)

where i and j denote the first and second particles,

ijrespectively, K  is the coagulation coefficient for

jparticles i and j and N  is the number concentration for

particle j.

As we see in Fig. 7, over the size range considered

the coagulation sink decreases by 4 orders of

magnitude. This leads us to conclude that the removal

of smaller particle sizes by larger particles through

coagulation could be a dominant process and the

coagulation process decreases the number concentration

of small particles in the size distribution. Moreover, the

coagulation sink depends on particle number

concentration (also see Fig. 1 (a)).

Comparisons:  In  order to know how each

microphysical process contributes to particle production,

three different aerosol processes such as heterogeneous

nucleation, condensation and coagulation are compared.

The results are presented in Fig. 8. This result can tell

us that the competitive nature between different

microphysical processes. For example, when the rate of

particle production due to nucleation decreases, the

condensation growth rate increases. 

Initially, particles are formed by nucleation, and

then they grow by condensation (growth). Furthermore,

particles grow gradually until 700s, and then they

appear to reach a steady-state. The coagulation gain

rate is slower when compared to the nucleation and

growth processes. 

The particle production rate due to coagulation is

slower than the other two processes, and it affects

particle sizes smaller than 0.05 µm. Due to the fact

that both nucleation and coagulation are closely related

to number concentration (refer to Fig. 1), these

processes show the highest rate of particle production

at particle size 0.02 µm. 

Conclusions: To simulate a new particle formation,

binary homogeneous nucleation and heterogeneous

nucleation were used in the plume aerosol model

(PAM). A new chemistry module was also incorporated

into the model to predict reasonable gas concentrations

2 2 4of SO and H SO .      

According to measurement data taken from within

industrial plumes, high numbers of nuclei mode size

particles were present. It was assumed that these small-

sized partic les were  fo rmed through binary

homogeneous nucleation. Results showed that particle

numbers increased gradually with time until a critical

number was reached, after which the total number of

particles remained almost constant. When the

coagulation process was represented, the number of

particles was reduced and the median radius increased.

The heterogeneous nucleation rate was highly

dependent on the number of pre-existing particles.

Therefore, we concluded that the final particle size

distribution of new sulphate particles was greatly

influenced by the initial number and size distribution of

pre-existing particles. Therefore, large numbers of

particles, such as those found in industrial plumes, led

to very rapid initial nucleation rates, and a rapid

decrease in the concentration of the condensing gas.

The final particle size distribution of new sulphate

particles was greatly influenced by the initial number

and size distribution of pre-existing particles. In an

industrial plume we would expect that binary

homogeneous nucleation of sulphuric acid-water aerosol

can be important due to significant sulfur dioxide

emissions.

This study focused on condensation and

coagulation processes that the processes govern the

growth and removal of aerosols are investigated. A

detailed study for the property of aerosol microphysical

processes (mainly, condensation and coagulation) was

presented. To do this, the observations data that

measured in Nanticoke coal-fired power plant plume in

Canada was used for the initial setup of the model (i.e.

pre-existing size distribution, meteorological conditions

and gas-species concentrations). The condensation sink

is sensitive to the concentration of the condensing gas

and when the particle size is small, the condensation

sink is more rapid. The rate of change of mass due to
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condensation is higher for larger particles, but the

radius of particles with small radii grow much faster

than the larger ones. When the condensing gas

concentration was highest, particle growth reached its

peak. The smaller the particle, the faster the

condensation sink than larger ones. Coagulation of

small particles with large ones reduces the number of

small particles and may lead to a significant shift in

the particle size distribution. The mass loss rate due to

coagulation, for the largest particle (2.17 µm) is 5

orders of magnitude faster than that for the smallest

particle size (0.0355 µm). The removal of smaller

particle sizes by larger particles through coagulation

could be a dominant process and the coagulation

process decreases the number concentration of small

particles in the size distribution. The coagulation sink

was sensitive to particle number concentration.

According to the comparison of different aerosol

microphysical processes, when the rate of particle

production due to  nucleation decreases, the

condensation growth rate increases. Therefore, this

result can be shown the competitive nature of different

microphysical processes. This analysis allowed us to

determine the effect of these processes on aerosol size

and number evolution. 
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